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Abstract
Satellite images provide unique means of identifying large-scale #ow-generated lineations produced by former ice sheets. They can
be interpreted to reconstruct the major elements which make up the integrated, large-scale structure of ice sheets: ice divides; ice
streams; interstream ridges; ice shelves; calving bays. The evolving palaeoglaciological structure of the European ice sheet during its
decay from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) is reconstructed by reference to these components and in the context of a new map
showing isochrons of retreat. During the retreat phase in particular the time-dependent dynamic evolution of the ice sheet and the
pattern of ice stream development are reconstructed. Crossing lineations are widespread. The older ones are suggested to have formed
during molten bed phases of ice sheet growth and preserved by frozen bed conditions during the glacial maximum, particularly in
areas which lay, during deglaciation, beneath ice divides and inter-ice stream ridges, both areas of slow #ow and possibly frozen bed
conditions. Four phases of growth (A1 to A4) and "ve phases of decay (R1 to R5) are used to describe the major climatically and
dynamically determined stages in the evolution of the ice sheet through the last glacial cycle. The growth and decay patterns are quite
di!erent and associated with major shifts in the ice divide, re#ecting growth from the Fennoscandian mountains and decay away from
marine in#uenced margins. These patterns were determined by the locations of nucleation areas; spatial patterns of climate; and
calving at marine margins.The prevalence of streaming within the retreating ice sheet suggests that the mean elevation of the ice sheet
was lower than predicted from glaciological models which do not include streaming, and that this might reconcile glaciological
models and earth rheology models which infer paleao-ice sheet thickness by inverting sea level data.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Reconstructions of the form and #ow of former ice
sheets have largely been based on geological evidence of
features such as drumlins, striations and till fabrics which
re#ect the direction of ice sheet movement, rather than
from the more sparse moraines which indicate the locations of former ice margins. In the earliest reconstructions, it was generally assumed that these features were
more or less synchronous and showed the pattern of #ow
during the glacial maximum (e.g. Torell, 1865; Chamberlin, 1895; Charlesworth, 1957). The relatively few moraines which did exist were used to reconstruct the
pattern of the last deglaciation. It was later recognised
that the large-scale distribution of #ow-parallel features
represented time transgressive events, and that rather
than indicating the patterns of #ow at glacial maxima,
they were a re#ection of the pattern of "nal ice sheet
decay (Boulton et al., 1985). Much fuller reconstructions
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of patterns of deglaciation were then based on the assumption that, on a #at bed, most #ow-parallel features
produced near to the glacier terminus will be normal to
the ice margin, and that features formed in terminal
positions during the last retreat will tend to overprint
earlier features (e.g. Boulton et al., 1985; Lundqvist,
1986). On this basis, the continent-wide patterns of #owparallel lineation which had long been recognised were
now seen largely as re#ections of time transgressive processes of erosion and deposition in the terminal zone of
the ice sheet during its "nal decay.
The recognition that large-scale sets of #ow-parallel
features frequently cross each other (Boulton and Clark,
1990a, b) indicated that not all such lineations were
generated close to the ice margin during "nal retreat
and that many may long pre-date "nal deglaciation.
LagerbaK ck (1988) and Kleman (1990) argued, respectively, that early Weichselian eskers and bedrock striations
have survived in Sweden without signi"cant reworking
during Late Weichselian glaciation (see also Hatterstrand and Kleman, 1999). Such features may have
survived the Late Weichselian glacial maximum because
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the ice/bed interface was frozen in the ice divide region or
because low ice velocities in the divide region produced
very little erosion of earlier features. Discovery of the
preservation of such multiple lineation sets permits us to
use geomorphological information not only to reconstruct the pattern of #ow during the "nal deglaciation,
but also to reconstruct patterns of #ow during the premaximum and build-up stages. Boulton and Clark
(1990a, b) did this for the Laurentide ice sheet, and
concluded that it had behaved in a much more dynamic
way than hitherto supposed, with major and rapid shifts
of its centres of mass through the last glacial cycle.
Although the form and #ow dynamics of modern ice
sheets are relatively well understood, fuller understanding of their role in the climate system requires analysis of
their behaviour in time as well as space. Numerical modelling of ice sheets can help in this, but is not an adequate
substitute for empirically based reconstructions of the
time-dependent behaviour of past ice sheets, through an
approach which should be termed palaeoglaciology, and
which this article attempts to illustrate. It involves three
steps:
E characterising the basic dynamic elements of an ice
sheet as re#ected in the glaciology of modern ice
sheets,
E identifying geological features which re#ect behaviour
of these dynamic elements,
E interpretation and integration of these features to reconstruct a palaeoglaciological narrative of long-term
dynamic change.
The purpose of this article is to improve the glacial
geological reconstruction of the European ice sheet presented by Boulton et al. (1985), and to use a palaeoglaciological approach to reconstruct the dynamic
behaviour of the ice sheet through the last glacial cycle.
Kleman et al. (1997) published an approach essentially
similar to that presented here at about the same time that
this article was "rst submitted for publication (November, 1997). It di!ers in two major ways from that presented here. Firstly it utilises a mosaic of previously
published data for the shield area whereas we use a single
primary data source for that area, that of satellite imagery. Secondly, it is primarily concerned to identify
changes in bed conditions whereas we attempt to reconstruct some of the large-scale characteristics of the ice
sheet itself. Both can e!ectively be used as a basis for
testing the capacity of numerical models to simulate
di!erent aspects of the three dimensional time-dependent
behaviour of the ice sheet.

2. Data
We have used two principal data sources to plot the
distribution of large-scale glacigenic landforms within

the area of north-west Europe believed to have been
occupied by an ice sheet during the last glacial cycle.
Satellite images have been used for the inner region of the
ice sheet (Fennoscandia, northwestern Russia and much
of the area of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania), and existing "eldwork-based compilations for the peripheral
areas (Krasnov, 1971; Chebotareva, 1977; Liedtke, 1981;
Kozarski, 1986, 1988; Ehlers, 1990). In the former, MSS
images (resolution 79 m) were used, with TM images
(resolution 30 m) and SPOT images (resolution 10}20 m)
for some more detailed interpretations. Interpretations
utilise the capacity of spectral and spatial information
to discriminate between drift deposits and bedrock
and between glacial landforms and bedrock features
(Punkari, 1982, 1985, 1993; Boulton et al., 1985;
Boulton and Clark, 1990a, b). The validity of our interpretations of glacial landforms has been checked, in selected areas, against "eld surveys where they exist but
particularly through studies of conventional aerial
photography, where there is rarely any doubt whether
particular features are drumlins, ice smoothed rock surfaces or moraines. Given the scale of this study however,
this can only be done for a very limited number of
examples.
We have mapped three principle landform types:
Eskers: Narrow winding ridges have been mapped,
approximately parallel to directions of ice #ow, which
coincide with the locations of eskers marked on the
excellent detailed maps of the Norwegian, Swedish and
Finnish Geological Surveys (Nordkalott project, 1986).
However, the narrowness and the sinuous or relatively
disordered form of eskers makes them di$cult to identify
on the images which we have used, unless they are long
and continuous, in which case their continuity aids their
identi"cation. Our mapping therefore underestimates
their frequency compared with the results of ground
based survey. Kleman et al. (1997) have used the distribution of eskers on glaciated surfaces as an index of conditions at the ice/bed interface.
Moraines: Moraines form at and parallel to glacier
margins. They are less sinuous than eskers, and can vary
markedly in width along their length. This irregularity
makes them di$cult to identify from the images which we
have used. Relatively minor and discontinuous moraines
which have been mapped on ground surveys, such as the
Middle Swedish Moraines, are di$cult to identify, but
major or continuous moraines, such as the Salpausselka
Moraines of Finland, are easily identi"ed.
Drumlins: Satellite survey comes into its own in identifying straight, #ow-parallel, streamlined landforms which
occur in "elds of mutually parallel ridges. They are quite
di!erent from the more complex forms of moraines and
from eskers. We believe that almost all such #ow-parallel
features which we have mapped are sediment ridges,
10's}1000's of metres in length, metres to 10's of metres in
height, and 10's to 100's of metres in width. They show
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Fig. 1. Location of the satellite images used to map glacial lineations, together with locations of conventional aerial photographs used to check
satellite interpretations. Satellite imagery has been used for the whole of the shield areas, where patterns of arable agriculture do not obscure glacial
features. Published ground observations have been used to cover areas beyond the shield, and limited areas in the Baltic states have been studied using
satellite-derived data. Numbers identify images referred to in Figs. 2 and 3 and in the text.

great diversity of size and of detailed form and can all be
reasonably grouped together as `drumlinsa. Our maps
tend to show a greater density of drumlins than maps of
drumlin "elds compiled from "eld surveys. Although
such comparisons show that small drumlins are missed
by satellite surveys, we are often able to identify drumlins
of great extent and low relief which are too large to be
discerned by "eld surveys, suggesting that in many drumlin "elds, satellite surveys generally produce a better
estimate of the total drumlin population. Satellite survey
is also an e!ective means of identifying where changing
directions of ice #ow have created two populations of
drumlins, in which older drumlins have been partially
reworked to create a second, cross-cutting drumlin set
(Boulton and Clark, 1990b).

The locations of the images on which our interpretations are based are shown in Fig. 1. Examples of images
and interpretations made from them are shown in
Figs. 2}4. Satellite image survey has the advantages that
a single operator or a small group can apply a wellde"ned set of criteria on a continental scale; that large
features which are often unresolveable by ground or air
photo survey can be identi"ed and that groups of individually indistinct linear elements can be recomposed visually into coherent patterns to infer integrated patterns
of ice #ow. In our view, the level of coherent detail about
patterns of lineation over wide areas that can be mapped
from satellite imagery is generally greater than has
hitherto been obtained from ground surveys such as
those used by Kleman et al. (1997; see their Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. (a) Conventional aerial photograph showing crossing lineations at Utsjoki in northern Finland. Drumlins directed towards the NNE (trend
shown by large open arrows) have smaller #utes and drumlins directed towards the NE superimposed on their surfaces (trend shown by smaller "lled
arrows), suggesting a clockwise rotation of ice movement of about 253. (b) A satellite image immediately to the south of (a), from f25 on Fig. 1. The
upward direction is towards 3103 and the width of the image is 130 km. A strong S}N lineation de"ned by an extensive drumlin "eld is shown in the
central part of the image, where it overprints an older NNE trending lineation.

Satellite derived data contrasts with stratigraphic and
sedimentological evidence of palaeoglaciology, which
tends only to yield information from very small areas
about glacier behaviour which was continental in scale.
In this study we have plotted continent-wide spatial
patterns of #ow parallel lineations as a basis for reconstructing spatial patterns of ice sheet behaviour. It has
the disadvantage that it only permits, at best, relative
dating and has the danger that temporally separated #ow
events are grouped together. It should ultimately be
integrated with stratigraphic and sedimentological data
(Dongelmans, 1997).
To guard against overly subjective interpretations, the
authors have individually and independently produced
interpretations of the same areas and cross-checked
the results. In general, we have not found substantively
di!erent interpretations. In some areas, bedrock structures show linear patterns, but many such areas can be
eliminated by using existing geological and geophysical
maps.
Figs. 3a, c and e show details of #ow-parallel lineations
observed on satellite images at a scale of 1 : 300,000. We
term these "rst order lineations. In some cases it is clear
that di!erent parts of the images show #ow lineations
which could not re#ect synchronous patterns of basal ice

#ow. In some cases, lineations cross, and in some of these,
it is possible to establish the relative ages of lineations
from satellite images (Boulton, 1987). In some, relative
ages have been checked by reference to aerial photographs, but in others no clear inferences of relative age
could be made.
It is not possible to show "rst-order interpretations on
an ice sheet wide basis in "gures of the scale used in this
article. In order to show ice sheet wide patterns, three
successive approximations have been made:
(a) Maps of "rst-order interpretations have been generalised to produce second-order interpretations of
lineation sets which clearly form part of spatially
integrated groups that can be summarised by a series
of lines which are longer than the original lines representing individual geomorphological features (Figs. 3b,
d and f ). Many show several crossing lineation sets.
(b) The second-order interpretations have been further
compiled to produce third-order lineation maps of
large sectors of the ice sheet (Fig. 4).
(c) These have been further simpli"ed to produce fourthorder maps of lineation trends over the whole area of
the ice sheet (Fig. 5) by selecting representative third
order lineations trends.
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Fig. 3. Examples of interpretations of satellite images. (a), (c), and (e) show "rst-order interpretations directly from satellite images. (b), (d) and (f) show
interpretations of the pattern in terms of integrated, second-order lineation sets. Di!erent second-order sets are shown by di!erent arrow types. (a}b)
Image f5 (see Fig. 1) in the area of the "rst and second Salpausselka moraines in eastern Finland. The interpretation suggests an oldest fanning
lineation pattern (possibly an ice stream) re#ecting a NNE}SSW #ow, overlain by successively younger lineations re#ecting NNW}SSE #ow. The
NNE}SSW sets south of the "rst Salpausselka moraine are separated because of the long ice sheet still-stand at the moraine. (c}d) Image f10b (Fig. 1) in
eastern Finland. An older NS lineation with a superimposed NW}SE lineation. Earlier (dashed line) and younger integrated sets are distinguished. (e}f)
Image f16 (Fig. 1) from northern Finland showing an early N}S lineation superimposed by an older and a younger WNW}ESE lineation, convergent
towards the SE, re#ecting a change from non-streaming #ow to streaming #ow towards the head of the White Sea during ice sheet retreat.

3. Relating geological features to palaeo-glaciology
The orientation, frequency and possible cross-cutting
relationships of #ow-parallel lineations are the primary
data upon which palaeoglaciological inferences are
based. We discuss below how this data has been interpreted in glaciological terms.
3.1. Evolution of time transgressive lineations along
a yowline
The operation of an ice sheet in relation to its bed and
its climatic drive can be illustrated by #owline transects
through the ice sheet which show variation as a function
of radial distance from the ice divide to the terminus
(Fig. 6). Ice sheet #ow is conditioned by:
E on the surface: mass balance and temperature;
E at the base: friction at the ice/bed interface, earth rheology, thermal conductivity of the upper lithosphere and

the geothermal heat #ux at the base of the upper
lithosphere;
E for an ice sheet yowing into the sea: iceberg calving.
Simulation models of ice sheets produce solutions for
compatible combinations of mass balance, ice sheet geometry, temperature and #ow (e.g. Boulton and Payne,
1994). Fig. 6 shows the way in which key properties
which e!ect bed processes vary along a #owline. An ice
sheet is a gravitational #ow driven by the long-term mass
balance on its surface (Fig. 6a) which produces a longitudinal increase of #ux from the divide to the equilibrium
line and a decrease thereafter to the terminus. The mass
balance velocity, a function of mass balance and ice
thickness, will increase outwards, and may or may not
decline from the equilibrium line to the terminus depending on the mass balance/thickness relationship (Fig. 6c).
As ice #ow is temperature dependent and heat is advected by #ow, the temperature/#ow coupling in the body of
the ice sheet is complex. Numerical simulations of the
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Fig. 4. Third-order interpretations, generalised from second-order lineations such as those shown in Fig. 3, showing lineation patterns over the shield
area of the ice sheet. (a) Northern Scandinavia. Particularly interesting is the lineation convergences into the head of a very strong lineation sets
running ESE towards the White Sea, which shows divergence along the White Sea shore. (b) Southern Finland and the area around the Gulf of
Finland. Note the crossing lineations in the inter-ice stream areas and re#ecting interactions between ice streams during their lifetimes. (c) Southern
Sweden, southern Norway and part of Denmark.

European ice sheet (e.g. Boulton and Payne, 1994) suggest that the ice/bed interface was likely to have been
frozen at the bed in the inner zone and at the extreme
margin and melting in a broad intermediate zone
(Fig. 6d). Although both internal #ow and basal decollement can contribute substantially to the surface velocity
of a glacier, there is strong evidence (e.g. Paterson, 1994)
that where the ice/bed interface is unfrozen, a large part
of the surface velocity of a glacier is due to basal decolle-

ment. The velocity trends shown in Fig. 6c will therefore
tend to re#ect glacier sole velocity trends in the zone of
melting (Fig. 6d). It has been suggested (Boulton, 1996)
that the large-scale pattern of erosion and deposition
beneath an ice sheet is dependent upon the distribution
of basal velocity, provided that there is deH collement at
the ice/bed interface. If the temperature is at the melting
point and water pressure at the bed is high, deH collement
will occur by sliding if the bed is lithi"ed, added to by bed
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Fig. 5. Fourth-order longitudinal lineation sets plotted on a European scale. Note the areas of abundant crossing lineations between the strongly
lineated zones which we interprete as ice streams, particularly clearly seen in southern Finland (see also Fig. 4b). They re#ect the location of sluggish
inter-stream ridges. They may also be characterised by basal freezing. Crossing lineations also occur in former ice divide areas on the eastern side of the
Scandinavian mountain chain.

deformation if it is unlithi"ed. If the basal boundary is
frozen, it is assumed that there will be no basal deH collement and no geomorphological work achieved through
erosion and deposition. The large-scale pattern of erosion and deposition (Fig. 6f ) will depend upon the distribution of velocity and thermal regime.
We therefore make two initial assumptions:

divide zone, where #ow is sluggish and where the bed
may be frozen, to the outer zone of the ice sheet where
#ow velocities are high (Boulton, 1996);
E that the net magnitude of the geomorphological impact in an area is determined by rates of erosion and
deposition integrated over the residence time of the ice
sheet in the area.

E that the rate at which geomorphological work is done
(erosion and deposition) will increase from the ice

If the character of the bed is constant, and if the bed is
everywhere at the melting point, we would expect at
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in a progressively wider inner zone of the ice sheet,
producing younger landscapes and sediments in the
outer, unfrozen zone whilst inner zones are progressively
frozen (Fig. 7, A1}A6). At the glacial maximum, the
subglacial landscape will be made up of a largely isochronous surface in the outer melting zone (Fig. 7, A6) and
a strongly time transgressive surface, in which landscapes
and sediments become younger in distal sequence, in the
inner frozen zone (A1}A6).
During ice sheet retreat (Fig. 7b), the marginal zone of
fast landscape formation will be the last to which a given
area is subject. As a consequence, lineations will tend to
re#ect near-margin #ow directions to a greater extent
than during advance, and the surface will be time transgressive, with phases R1}R6 represented in proximal
sequence. If the ice sheet retreats at a constant rate, #ow
velocities in the outer zone will progressively diminish in
the later stages of retreat, as will lineation intensity,
thereby making it more likely that old lineations can
survive in the central area of the ice sheet. If the rate of
retreat is slow or zero, the area which was at the margin
during that phase will tend to show stronger, more stable
lineations than elsewhere.
3.2. Patterns of areal variation

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram showing typical properties along a #ow line
for a land-based ice sheet in mid-latitudes. Typical #ow line length is of
order 10 km. (a) Ice sheet surface and bed pro"les, the bed is isostatically de#ected beneath the ice mass. (b) Horizontal distribution of
annual mass balance. (c) Mass balance velocity of the ice sheet . (d)
Basal temperature: note that the temperature in the zone of melting is
below 03C and increases outwards because of pressure dependence of
the melting point. (e) Melting rate: note the tendency towards freezing
at the extreme ice sheet margin. (f) This shows the pattern of rates of
erosion and deposition beneath an ice sheet expected in the Boulton
(1996) theory where the ice velocity varies as shown in (c).

a given site overidden by the glacier:
E a short period of rapid geomorphological change
whilst the site lies in the terminal zone;
E as the glacier expands further, the site will be overlain
by progressivelt more slowly moving ice and be subject
to progressively slower rates of geomorphological
change for long periods (Fig. 7a).
At sites far from the margin, which are subject to
long-term glacier occupancy, we would expect the lineation pattern to re#ect long-term patterns of #ow, except
where ice divides have shifted strongly (e.g. Boulton and
Clark, 1990a, b) or where an earlier unfrozen bed had
become frozen (e.g. Kleman, 1990).
In a growing glacier, we expect the inner zone of
freezing to expand, inhibiting geomorphological activity

Ice sheets also show well-de"ned areal patterns of
#ow which de"ne major structural elements which we
suggest can be palaeoglaciologically identi"ed from
large-scale patterns of orientation and frequency of
#ow lineations (Fig. 8). We describe below the patterns
of lineation which would be expected to occur in
association with important structural elements of ice
sheets. These are used in Section 4 as a key to infer some
of the evolving characteristics of the ice sheet during its
retreat.
3.2.1. Ice divides
Ice divides are lines of #ow divergence. They provide
the framework within which the #ow system operates.
Their location is a consequence of patterns of accumulation on the ice sheet surface and patterns of ice drawdown in areas of fast #ow. Horizontal #ow rates are low
in the vicinity of divide ridges. The ice divides can be
subdivided as follows (Reeh, 1982; Boulton and Clark,
1990):
E principal (1st order) divide ridges which occur at the
highest point of an ice sheet with ice #owing away on
both sides at right angles. These ridges tend to be
approximately horizontal.
E subsidiary ridges which lead away from principal divides and form a hierarchy of 2nd and 3rd order ridges,
etc. These ridges are inclined away from the principal
divides. Flow diverges from lower-order ridges at increasingly acute angles.
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Fig. 7. Patterns of time-transgressive landform formation during ice sheet advance and retreat phases. Above the horizontal lines are shown successive
ice sheet pro"les. Below the lines are plotted the rate of landform formation by patterns of erosion and deposition such as shown in Fig. 6f. Continuous
lines show isochrons of landform formation. (a) During advance, although the greatest rates of landform creation will occur beneath the margin, they
will be further moulded in progressively more proximal locations as the ice sheet advances. An inner zone of freezing, which expands during ice sheet
growth, will progressively suppress erosion and deposition, so that at the maximum of glaciation, there will be a time transgressive surface in an inner
zone of basal freezing where former surfaces are preserved. Beyond this, at the glacial maximum, the surface will be isochronous. (b) During retreat,
landform creation rates will also be greatest near to the margin, but will not be subject to further remoulding as it is exposed beyond the retreating ice
sheet. Landforms produced during retreat will therefore be strongly time-transgressive compared with those produced during advance, except for in
the inner zone of freezing. These contrasts also suggest, for instance, that fan forms generated by ice streams (see Fig. 9) may be more readily preserved
during retreat.

E triple junctions which occur where principal divides
separate at ridge culminations, or where lower and
higher order ridges meet.
The locations of former ice divides can be approximately inferred from the pattern of integrated, ice sheet
wide contemporary lineations. Although we have argued
that the dominant lineations are produced in near marginal positions, so that inferences about divide locations
are hazardous, we go on to show how, in areas of crossing lineations, the contrasts between the orientiations of
older and younger lineation sets can yield important
inferences about shifts in ice divides.

3.2.2. Ice streams
Ice streams on modern ice sheets are relatively narrow,
fast-#owing longitudinal zones 10}100 km in width and
separated by low-velocity zones. Flow velocities in ice
streams are typically an order of magnitude larger than
in inter-stream zones. They occur between low-order
divide ridges (typically 3rd}4th order divides), receiving
#ow from wide fringing areas and discharging the #ux
from large, ice divide-bounded glacier basins. Antarctic
ice streams tend to discharge into ice shelves and to
maintain a velocity increase up to their margins because
they lie entirely in accumulation areas and bed friction is
reduced as they move into the marine environment. As
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Fig. 8. A cartoon showing the structure of an ice sheet. It shows form lines on the surface, "rst-, second- and third-order #ow divides, ice streams,
inter-stream ridges, ice shelves and calving bays. The divide between the ice streams at the bottom of the diagram is of third order. The locations of
divides may be controlled by the distribution of accumulation or because of drawdown by #anking ice streams, calving bays and ice shelves. The
diameter of the ice sheet is presumed to be of order 10 km.

a consequence, they show little tendency to fan out in
their terminal zones. There are currently no examples of
analogous land-based ice streams, but the piedmont
lobes of the southern Alaskan glaciers, such as the Malaspina, may be thought of as models for terrestrial ice
stream terminations. They fan out strongly in their terminal zones on the coastal plain. A terrestrial ice stream,
con"ned between ice rather than rock walls, will also
tend to fan out at its margin and extend further than the
#anking ice because of the faster #ow along it. We therefore expect ice streams in former ice sheets which terminated on land to be recognised by patterns of strong
divergence of #ow-lineations in their terminal zones (Fig.
8). The beds of ice streams are believed to be always at the
melting point (Shabtaie et al., 1987). Some have been
shown to be underlain by soft sediments which were
probably deforming (Alley et al., 1987; Kamb and Engelhardt, 1989). Although some lie above subglacial troughs,
their margins are not usually correlated with subglacial
trough boundaries (Shabtaie and Bentley, 1987). The
relatively low frictional resistance at the bed suggests that

most shear strain within them occurs at the bed. The
strong drawdown which they produce will in#uence the
evolution of ice divides, whose location, in turn, determines the ice #ux available to feed the ice stream.
The velocity contrast between an ice stream and the
#anking zones (Hughes, 1981) suggests that the rate at
which sedimentological and geomorphological work will
be done along them is much greater than in #anking
zones. Moreover, fast ice streams have broad catchment
areas from which large #uxes are discharged to the ice
sheet margin by a relatively narrow stream. We might
therefore expect such zones of fast #ow to have a considerable e!ect for hundreds of kilometres from the ice
sheet margin, and to be able to overprint older lineations
far from the margin. Longitudinal zones of strong lineation which contrast with #anking zones of weaker lineation, and the preservation of old lineations beneath these
#anking zones, are therefore taken to be strong evidence
for former ice streams.
During much of the "nal retreat of the European ice
sheet, the eastern sector of the ice sheet either terminated
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on land or in glacier-isostatically raised sea levels of no
more than a few tens of metres. Given the contrast
between this and the depths of water in which Antarctic
ice streams terminate (800}1000 m in the Ross Sea embayment in Antarctica, for example), we characterise the
ice streams on the eastern margin of the European ice
sheet as terrestrial. The lineation geometry to be expected
from terrestrial ice streams is shown in Fig. 9 (see also
Figs. 3a, b, e, f, 4 and 5). The apparent (transverse) width
of the stream re#ects time transgressive movement of the
lobate margin. The up-glacier width of the stream is very
much less. Cessation of streaming activity should be
re#ected by lobe collapse, straightening of the ice sheet
margin and narrowing of the apparent width of the
stream. The up-glacier distance from the point at which
this occurs gives an index of the length of the fast ice
stream and of ice stream width immediately before
streaming ceased. Fig. 9 illustrates the way in which
careful analysis can discriminate time transgressive from
contemporaneous spatial patterns. Very short lived lobes
may be an expression of surging.
3.2.3. Inter-stream ridges
These are usually triangular or ellipsoidal areas of
slow-#owing ice between ice streams. They may be frozen
or at the melting point (Shabtaie et al., 1987). In Antarctica, ridges are characterised by ice #ow rates which
are 1}2 orders of magnitude lower than those found
in adjacent streams (Shabtaie et al., 1987; Stephenson
and Bindschadler, 1990). Zones between palaeo-ice
streams often show complex patterns of crossing lineations, which we interpret as including older, relict
lineations preserved because of low #ow velocities in
the inter-ice stream zone. In some cases, there appear to
be no #ow lineations which re#ect the general direction
of ice #ow contemporary with the ice streams, in which
case we conclude that bed freezing inhibited lineation
formation.
3.2.4. Basal freezing in divide areas
Numerical simulations of mid-latitude ice sheets tend
to show a frozen ice/bed interface in the ice divide zone
(e.g. Boulton and Payne, 1994) where we would not
expect signi"cant geomorphological work to be done.
Kleman (1992) has shown how strong contrasts in the
orientation of #ow lineations observed in "eld surveys
between adjacent zones can be interpreted as re#ections
of former interfaces between frozen and unfrozen basal
zones. We observe the preservation of old lineations in
former divide zones on satellite images (see Fig. 4a),
which can be interpreted as preservation of old features
at a frozen ice/bed interface.
3.2.5. Ice shelves
Ice shelves are thick sheets of #oating ice that are
generally about 200}300 m thick at their termini and up

Fig. 9. Interpretation of ice stream generated lineations. (a) Form of
a typical Antarctic ice stream #owing directly into a deep sea area. It
has a wide proximal catchment areas and inter-stream ridges. It tends
to #ow into the sea without fanning in the termimal zone, except where
it #ows into an ice shelf. There is basal melting in ice streams and
freezing tends to occur beneath inter-stream ridges. Velocities continue
to increase to the terminus. (b) Postulated form of an ice stream
terminating on land or in very shallow water. The absence of a major
calving margin results in a decrease in velocity towards the margin
together with longitudinal compression, fanning out of the #ow and
lobation of the margin near to the terminus. (c) Schematic diagram
showing a time slices of a retreating ice sheet margin subject to streaming and the #ow patterns associated with it. Streaming occurs between
time slices A to E, and produces strong lineation on the bed because of
high velocities. Lobation of the margin is produced in the high-velocity
zone, which produces, as a result of retreat, a series of overlapping
lineations. Streaming ceases between time slices E and F. Margin F is
not therefore lobate and there is no marginal fanning of lineations. The
continuation of strong lineations on the bed up-glacier of margin
F re#ects the up-glacier extent of strong streaming during the "nal
stages of ice stream existence, and can be used to estimate the length of
the ice stream during these "nal stages. Note that the width of the ice
stream up-glacier of the marginal zone of fanning is much less than the
width of the terminal lobe.

to 1 km thick at the grounding line. They survive high
rates of iceberg calving at their termini because of high
#ux rates of ice into their proximal zones, which tend to
be delivered by ice streams (e.g. Hughes, 1982) depending
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on the shape of the basin and the #ux from feeder ice
streams. For stability, an extensive ice shelf is believed to
require a marine embayment, preferably with islands
which block outward #ow or subshelf grounding points
(van der Veen, 1986). Although palaeo-ice shelves probably existed around the margins of the European ice
sheet from time to time in such places as the Norwegian
Channel and in deep water embayments along the ice
sheet's western and northern maritime margins, there is
as yet little direct geological evidence of their existence.
3.2.6. Zones of strong marine drawdown
Such e!ects occur where major embayments occur at
a marine margin of an ice sheet, such as around Koge
Bugt in south}east Greenland or the Amery ice shelf in
Antarctica. Rates of ablation at such margins are high
because of iceberg calving, leading to proportionately
higher rates of mass loss at that sector of the margin
compared with un-embayed margins, whether they are
marine or not. As a consequence, ice sheet #ow is drawn
down towards that sector of the margin, producing a major in#uence on regional ice sheet #ow patterns (Robin,
1979). We expect to see such features re#ected in largescale convergence of #ow lineations.
3.3. Areal variations in the frequency of lineations
We observe strong areal variations in the frequency
of #ow lineations. Some may be attributed to glaciological features such as the development of ice streams and
others appear to be related to topography and geology.
Lineation frequencies are lower in mountainous areas
of western Scandinavia (Figs. 4 and 5). Here, only the
#anks of valleys and, if they are wide enough, valley
#oors bear signi"cant lineations. The relative absence of
lineations from mountain massifs may be a consequence
of their destruction by intense, post-deglaciation periglacial weathering which has modi"ed glaciogenic landforms, and #uvial erosion along narrow valley #oors. It
may also re#ect basal freezing and/or low ice velocities
during ice sheet glaciation, resulting in low erosion rates.
In the shield areas, there are strong lineations caused
by glacial erosion and drumlin formation. Drumlins are
often of relatively high relief and are readily mapped by
ground survey, from conventional aerial photographs
and from topographic maps (e.g. GluK ckert, 1974). Similar
ground surveys in the more southerly zones of sedimentary rocks have failed to reveal more than a few isolated
drumlins or drumlin "elds. However, initial results of
mapping from satellite images in this zone reveal extensive drumlin "elds (Perry, 1998). This probably re#ects
the existence of lower relief drumlins compared with the
shield areas, the di$culty of identifying drumlins in
densely farmed arable terrain and the masking of #ow
parallel features by more numerous transverse moraines.
Contrasts between shield and non-shield drumlins may

re#ect controls on drumlin evolution due to contrasts in
the thickness of soft sediment overlying bedrock as suggested by Boulton (1987).

4. The last deglaciation
4.1. Geological reconstruction * the pattern of retreat
We use two types of data in reconstructing the pattern
of retreat. From the area of the shield we use the #ow
lineations and a relatively small number of ice marginal
moraines observed on satellite imagery. In the #anking
area of younger sediments, we utilise a compilation of
"eld observations from a variety of authors and a relatively small cover of satellite images from the Baltic states
and north west Russia and Belorussia.
Figs. 3}5 show that from the area in which satellite
images have been used, #ow lineations from di!erent
phases of ice sheet history are preserved and superimposed. In this section, we identify those lineations which
we suggest have been produced during the last deglaciation. In Section 5 we show how they can be stripped away
in order to infer ice sheet #ow patterns from earlier stages.
Ice marginal landforms (end moraines, outwash plains,
etc.) produced during deglaciation are direct evidence of
the pattern of "nal retreat (Fig. 10). However, except for
the Younger Dryas moraines, only a few signi"cant end
moraines occur in the Shield areas to guide reconstruction of deglaciation. Following rules set out in Section 3,
we expect that the strongest lineation to be generated in
the submarginal zone of the ice sheet where velocities
were highest (Fig. 6), that in most cases, the greatest
lineation density will re#ect #ow in this zone during the
retreat phase, and that, on a horizontal bed, the trend of
these lineations will lie normal to the trend of the ice
margin. The prime exceptions to this will be:
E where fast ice streams have produced strong lineations
far from the ice sheet margin and which are preserved
because streaming #ow ceases prior to deglaciation of
the area,
E where lineations are created in a zone of melting and
which are preserved because of onset of ice/bed
freezing prior to deglaciation.
If we apply these rules to lineations in areas where ice
marginal moraines have survived, we "nd that the ice
marginal retreat pattern inferred from the densest lineations coincides with that inferred from moraines (e.g.
Figs. 3a and b). This approach permits us to:
E de"ne the general pattern of retreat with much greater
precision than by using ice margin-parallel forms
alone,
E identify those lineations which are not normal to the
retreating ice margin, and which thus re#ect either
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Fig. 10. The principal zones of ice marginal moraines and other ice marginal deposits within the area of the Weichselian ice sheet. Apart from
the Younger Dryas Salpausselka moraines and their correlatives, most moraines occur within the zone of rleatively slow retreat lying beyond the shield
(cf. Fig. 12).

#ow patterns far from the retreating ice margin or
patterns produced prior to the "nal retreat.
In Fig. 11, following Boulton et al. (1985), we have
inferred ice margin trends during retreat by assuming
that they lie normal to the dominant #ow lineations. This
gives a clear picture of the trajectory of retreat of the ice
margin and of the submarginal #ow patterns associated
with it. It permits us to infer aspects of the dynamic
behaviour of the ice sheet during retreat.
Beyond the Shield, in the area south of the Baltic Sea,
much of the evidence of ice sheet behaviour during re-

treat comes from the distribution of major morainic
ridges formed at the maximum and during retreat. The
maximum extent of the ice sheet and its retreat in the
northeastern North Sea and on the Norwegian continental shelf has been summarised by Holtedahl (1993) and
Sejrup et al. (1994).
4.2. Geological reconstruction * the tempo of retreat
In this section we attempt to translate the pattern of
retreat shown in Fig. 11 into one showing speci"c isochrons (Fig. 12). This is relatively simple in the Shield area
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Fig. 11. Inferred pattern of ice front retreat of the last European ice sheet, superimposed on the dominant patterns of longitudinal lineation. Within the
area of the shield, retreat lines are constructed from normals to 4th order, #ow-generated lineations (Fig. 5). Beyond the shield they are largely derived
from the distribution of moraines (Fig. 10). Within this latter area, some longitudinal lineations are also shown, derived from published "eld mapping
of drumlins. Note that there is a strong correspondence between inferred ice margin positions on the shield and the few moraines, such as the
Salpausselka, which occur there.

where a unique record of the tempo of ice sheet retreat is
contained in the annually laminated `varvea chronology
of Sweden, Finland and the area around the head of the
Gulf of Finland. Beyond this zone however, lineation
data is sparse and chronology is much more di$cult to
establish. We discuss this latter area before analysing
retreat chronology within the varve zone.
4.2.1. Pre-varve retreat
There is strong evidence that the maximum extent of
the Late Weichselian European ice sheet was time trans-

gressive. The earliest advance to the maximum for which
we have evidence is in the southwest, where the ice sheet,
#owing from a centre in southwest Norway, crossed the
North Sea to become con#uent with an ice sheet over the
British Isles at about 28 ka (Sejrup et al., 1994, 2000)
(Fig. 12). There is evidence that during this phase, the
Norwegian Channel, which extends from the Skaggerak
and skirts the southern and southwestern coast of Norway as far as the continental shelf edge o! southwest
Norway, was the location of a major ice stream (King
et al., 1996; Sejrup et al., 1996, 1987).
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Fig. 12. Isochrons of retreat of the last European ice sheet. The retreat pattern shown in Fig. 11 is translated into isochrons of retreat by calibration
with the Swedish and Finnish varve timescales and available corrected C determinations. Retreat is subdivided into a series of principal phases
R1}R5, with dates of R1"28}20 ka; R2"20}15.2 ka; R3"15.2}13 ka; R4"13}11.5 6 ka; R5"11.5/6 to "nal decay. Dating of the early stages of
retreat is speculative. The major LGM and early retreat moraine phases are shown as Br"Brandenburg-Lezno (22}20 ka); P"Poznan (18.0 ka);
Pm"Pommeranian (16.5 ka); G"Gardno (15.4 ka). The pattern of retreat in Poland follows Kozarski (1986). It is clear that the maximum glacial
extent was reached earliest in the southwest (at about 28 ka * Sejtup et al., 1994) and last in the east (between 17 and 15 ka). The ice sheet was still
advancing in the east whilst retreating in the west.

The connection between the European and British ice
sheets was broken shortly after 23 ka, and the European
ice sheet margin retreated to the vicinity of the coast of
southwest Norway by about 20 ka (Valen et al., 1996).
Between 20 and 18 ka, the ice sheet readvanced from the
vicinity of the Norwegian coast to reach a maximum just
beyond the southwest margin of the Norwegian Channel
(the Tampen advance; Sejrup et al., 1994). It seems
most likely that the sharp re-entrant in the maximum
extent of the Weichselian ice sheet margin in northern

Jutland (Fig. 12) represents an overstepping by this
advance of the margin of the older North Sea ice sheet,
such that the maximum extent in much of Jutland and
northwest Germany is roughly contemporary with the
Tampen advance. Furthermore, the distribution of moraines in northern Germany suggests that the eastward
continuation of this advance, represented by the
north}south Weichselian ice margin through Denmark,
also oversteps the line of the older, Brandenburg moraines and continues into the Poznan moraines (Fig. 12).
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The con"guration of moraines in northern Germany
and Poland (Fig. 12) suggests that an early advance
occurred in this sector to the glacial maximum along the
Brandenburg}Lezno moraines, and that this was followed by a retreat and then a readvance which created
the Poznan stage moraines (Kozarski, 1986, 1988). Further to the east and west, the readvance formed the
glacial maximum. It is possible that the early, Brandenburg}Lezno advance was a consequence of stronger ice
sheet #ow down the axis of the southern Baltic Sea. It
may re#ect the same phase of ice sheet growth which led
to extension of ice from the southern Norwegian centre of
ice sheet growth into the North Sea.)
The later, Pommeranian moraines (Fig. 12), have been
shown by Kozarski (1986) to cut across the earlier, postPoznan moraines in Poland, representing yet another
major advance of the ice sheet margin in this sector. The
Gardno moraine in northernmost Poland (Kozarski,
1986) may represent a relatively small readvance, as there
is no clear evidence of major cross-cutting relationships
with the major moraines to the south.
There is very little independent evidence of the age of
the glacial maximum or of ice marginal positions in the
southern (German}Polish) sector of the ice sheet. Prior
to its maximum extent, the expanding ice sheet moved
across the southern Norwegian and southwest Swedish
coasts between 30 and 24 ka (Hillefors, 1974; Andersen,
1987) and crossed the Polish coast slightly before 22 ka
BP (Kozarski, 1988). The ice sheet is suggested to have
advanced to the maximum extent in Poland shortly after
20 ka BP (TL yr * Ralska-Jasiewiczowa and Rzetkowska, 1987; Mojski, 1992). The time window for the
glacial maximum in Poland is closed by an uncalibrated
14C date of 13,500 BP on the northern coast of Poland
on the earliest organic deposits after deglaciation
(Ralska-Jasiewiczowa and Rzetkowska, 1987). Adjusting
this date using the correction of Bard et al. (1993), gives
an age of 15,950 BP (from here on 14C ages are given as
corrected ages unless otherwise stated). Although there is
considerable uncertainty about the timing of the glacial
maximum and of deglaciation of the area to the south of
the Baltic Sea, the above estimates are not inconsistent
with other records. The isotopic minimum in deep ocean
stratigraphy, thought to record the global ice volume
maximum during the last glacial period, occurred at
22 ka (Imbrie et al., 1984) as did the period of maximum
cooling in the Greenland ice core record (Johnsen et al.,
1992; Bond et al., 1993).
Support for the general distribution of retreat isochrons in the southeast sector of the ice sheet during the
early stages of retreat is given by Sandgren et al. (1997),
who have used palaeomagnetic correlations with
varve dated sites in southern Sweden and Karelia
to suggest deglaciation of Lake Tamula in Estonia
at 14,400 calendar years BP. It indicates that the
proposed isochrons are consistent with the time of de-

glaciation of northern Poland and of southern Estonia
(Fig. 12).
If the ice sheet readvances in the southern sector margin (Kozarski, 1988) are climatically driven rather than
dynamic it is tempting to suggest the following correlations with post LGM cooling events in the GISP/GRIP
records: Poznan moraine * 18,500 BP; Pommeranian
moraine * 16,500 BP; Gardno moraine * 15,400 BP;
compared with Kozarski's (1986) estimates of 20,400
for the Lezno, 18,400 for the Poznan, 15,200 for the
Pommeranian and 13,300 BP for the Gardno moraines.
The trend of morainic features in the southeastern
sector of the ice sheet suggests that the features which are
co-linear with the Gardno moraine ultimately converge,
about 300 km south of Lake Ladoga, with the maximum
extent of Weichselian glaciation (Fig. 12), just as the
Poznan and Pommeranian moraines appear to further
west. If this is so, it suggests that whilst the southern and
southwestern margins of the ice sheet were retreating by
up to 300 km, the eastern and southeastern margins of
the ice sheet were stationary or still advancing. This
conclusion is supported by evidence that in the area to
the southeast of the White Sea, the glacial maximum was
not reached until after 17 ka and that retreat from the
maximum position did not commence until about 15 ka
(Larsen et al., 1999).
In the northern sector, the ice sheet appears to have
reached a maximum in northern Norway between
19}18.5 ka BP (Vorren et al., 1988), whilst an ice sheet
over the Barents Sea, believed to have been con#uent
with the European ice sheet, is thought to have reached
its maximum extent and begun to collapse rapidly by
15 ka and had largely disappeared by 12 ka (Landvik
et al., 1998).
4.2.2. The varve zone
The most important record of the tempo of deglaciation lies in the varve-based `Swedish Timescalea (De
Geer, 1940), which has been extended back continously
from "nal deglaciation at about 8,700 varve years BP to
about 11,500 varve years BP (StroK mberg, 1985).
However, Younger Dryas advances of the ice sheet in
the Middle Swedish end moraine zone make it very
di$cult to connect this chronology with that represented
by about 2000 varve years in southern Sweden. The
latter is a #oating chronology because of dislocation
in the Middle Swedish end moraine zone, but if this
dislocation is ignored, appears to extend back to about
13,300 varve years BP (e.g. Wohlfarth et al., 1995;
StroK mberg, 1994; BjoK rck, et al., 1995). The work
of StroK mberg (1994) appears to indicate that the
maximum of the Younger Dryas readvance in the Middle
Swedish zone was reached at 11,410 varve years BP,
and that ice front positions occupied during a period
of 180 yr were later overridden by the Younger Dryas
readvance.
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The interpretation summarised by BjoK rck, et al. (1995)
and Wohlfarth et al. (1995) (also Wohlfarth personal
communication, 1995) can in principle be used to infer
the rate of ice sheet retreat from 13,258 varve years BP, in
eastern Scania, to 9200 varve years BP in VaK sternorrland. Although correlation between varve and C years
has been di$cult to achieve, a direct comparison of varve
and AMS C chronology (BjoK rck et al., 1995) shows the
latter to be systematically older by 500}1500 yr during
the period 9500}12,500 varve years BP, although there is
good agreement between the varve chronology and the
C chronology calibrated (Stuiver and Reimer, 1993)
against the German oak-pine chronology (Kromer and
Becker, 1993) and U/Th ages on corals (Bard et al., 1993)
up to about 12,000 varve years BP. The U/Th-calibrated
C record beyond 12,000 varve years BP gives much
greater ages than the varve record.
A means of con"rming the precise magnitude of the
mis-match between varve years and calendar years before
present has been developed by Andren et al. (1999). They
have suggested that varve thickness will largely re#ect ice
sheet melting rate as a direct result of changing summer
temperatures. They have then compared varve thickness
data for the period 10,250}11,550 varve years with the
GRIP ice core O record (Johnsen et al., 1992), which is
probably the best proxy, high resolution guide to the
trend of climatic variations in western Europe during the
period, re#ected for example in the excellent match between the GRIP record (Fig. 13a) and the sea surface
temperatures in the North Atlantic (Fig. 13b; Kroon
et al., 1997). They show that a very good correlation
exists between the two records for the highly distinctive
pattern of change during the Younger Dryas/Preboreal
climatic shift, provided that 875 yr are added to the varve
ages.
We have therefore added 875 yr to the whole varve
chronology, and added 180 yr to that part lying south of
the Middle Swedish end moraines, to produce the pattern
of ice sheet retreat rate shown in Fig. 13c. The pattern is
very similar to that shown by the GRIP and NE Atlantic
records, but lags behind it. The best "t is obtained by
assuming that the retreat rate lags 250}500 yr behind
phases of climatic warming. This is discussed further in
Section 4.4.
This corrected varve based chronology is now applied
to the ice sheet retreat pattern shown in Fig. 11 by
ascribing ages to retreat isochrons at the points at which
they cross the varve transect series in eastern Sweden.
Fig. 14a shows the inferred pattern of time-dependent
retreat of the southern sector of the ice sheet, not only
for the area to which the corrected varve timescale
can be applied, but also for the earlier phase of retreat
by using the tentative correlations o!ered between Poznan, Pommeranian and Gardno readvances and
Kozarski's (1986, 1988) estimate of retreat rate between
them.
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A varve chronology for Finland was "rst published by
Sauramo (1918), but has been a `#oating chronologya
until recently. StroK mberg (1990) has suggested that the
zero varve of the Finnish chronogy (Sauramo, 1923) was
equivalent to 10,643 varve years in the Swedish chronology. We have used this as the basis of our chronology in
Finland. It has now been extended to the area of the
eastern Gulf of Finland and as far as Lake Ladoga
(Hang, 1997).
Although it is still premature to create an unequivocal
reconstruction of European ice sheet deglaciation in view
of much poor or heterogeneous dating evidence, the
absence of evidence of ice margin trends in sea areas,
and the fragmentary evidence of trends in areas such as
Belorussia, it is helpful to create a deglaciation
hypothesis as a spur to testing and to provide a best
estimate of deglaciation for quantitive simulation
models. We argue that evidence of trends of ice margins
and the varve chronology in much of Sweden, and to
a lesser extent in Finland, make it possible to produce
a persuasive reconstruction of deglaciation in those
areas. South of the Baltic and the Gulf of Finland and
in northern Finland and the Kola peninsula, the
dating evidence is sparse, and ice marginal trends
are uncertain east and southeast of the Gulf of Finland.
However, we have combined the concentric trends
normal to #ow lines shown in Fig. 11 with the evidence
of ice marginal landforms and the chronological information discussed above to reconstruct the tempo and
pattern of ice sheet decay during the last deglaciation
in Fig. 12. The inferred tempo of deglaciation along
a transect from northern Poland to western Norway
through the centres of "nal ice sheet decay in Norrbotten
is show in Figs. 14a}c using the adjusted varve timescale
based on the correlation with GRIP by Andren et al.
(1999).
4.3. Glaciological inferences * streaming within the
retreating ice sheet
We have assumed that, on a relatively #at surface, very
strong #ow-parallel lineation sets and/or evidence of
lobation of the ice sheet margin indicate the fomer existence of an ice stream. However, lobate ice margins can be
interpreted in two ways: as the termini of ice streams
which protrude beyond the normal ice margin because of
high ice velocities along their axes, or as expressions of
radial #ow from the end of an ice divide or ice dome (see
Fig. 8). In the "rst case they represent a zone of relatively
fast #ow, in the second, a zone of relatively slow #ow.
Lagerlund (1980) has interpreted the southern Baltic Sea
lobes as evidence of an ice dome in the southern Baltic
rather than of ice streams. Lobes and associated lineations which occur entirely on land, for instance in Finland, show lineations at their margins which are not
normal to the margins, as would occur if they were ice
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Fig. 13. Correlation of the corrected varve zone retreat of the ice sheet with other contemporary records of climate change. (a) The GRIP dO record
(Johnsen et al., 1992) between 16,000 and 9500 BP. (b) Sea surface temperture record in the NE Atlantic o! western Scotland (Kroon et al., 1997)
showing the match between a European proxy climate indicator and the GRIP record. The upper curve shows maximum and lower curve minimum
temperatures. (c) Retreat rate of the European ice sheet in the Swedish varve zone. The timescale is derived from a correlation with the GRIP core
based on variations of varve thickness (Andren et al., 1999). It suggests that the retreat rate lags climate forcing by 250}500 yr. This is suggested to be an
ice sheet dynamic e!ect.

domes, but are aligned at angles acute to the margin,
which is compatible with an ice stream origin. The fact
that evidence for the southern Baltic lobes lies partly
beneath the sea does not permit the two hypotheses to be

tested as they can be in Finland. We suggest however that
the similarities of form should be taken as evidence of
similarity of origin in the absence of strong evidence to
the contrary.
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Fig. 14. Tempo of retreat of the ice sheet along composite A}B, B}C in Fig. 19. (a) Retreat along the transect on the southern #ank of the ice sheet. The
early part of the retreat is based on estimates of age by Kozarski (1986, 1988) and speculative correlations with the GRIP record. After 15.2 ka, the
tempo of retreat is well controlled by the varve chronology as far as to the north of Stockholm. Beyond this point, varve dates are projected onto
the line of section using the isochron map (Fig. 12). (b) Net retreat during each of phases R2}R5 along the transect on the eastern (right) and western
(left) sides of the "nal ice divide. The tempo of retreat on the western #ank of the ice sheet prior to 13 ka (Younger Dryas) is poorly known. (c) Retreat
rates during phases R2}R5 on the eastern (light shading) and western (dark shading) #anks of the ice sheet. Retreat rates are invariably less on the
western side of the divide, re#ecting less negative mass balances on the more maritime and mountainous #ank.
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The relationship between lobation and strong lineation can be used to infer the time transgressive history of
an ice stream and to infer its length as shown in Fig. 9.
Using this approach, the inferred pattern of time transgressive streaming in the ice sheet during its retreat is
shown in Fig. 15. This diagram does not show the length
of ice streams at any one stage of their history, but the
time periods during which ice streams reached the margin of the ice sheet. It shows a lettering scheme which
identi"es the ice streams on the terrestrial margin of
the ice sheet. Ice streams B, F and G are deduced
largely from lobation of the contemporary ice margin.
Ice stream A is suggested as a probable outcome of
the convergence of ice #owing from #anking land areas
into the Skaggerak embayment, but there is seismic evidence for it from the Norwegian Channel (Sejrup et al.,
2000) and lineations on Jaeren, in southwest Norway,
where the ice stream transgressed onto land (Sejrup et al.,
1998). Others are deduced from locally strong lineation
sets.
Lineation evidence for ice streams is restricted to the
eastern, northern and southern margins of the retreating
ice sheet. By analogy with modern ice sheets, we would
also expect ice streams at the marine margins of the ice
sheet. Ice stream J for example, is well marked by strong
lineations on land and trends distally towards a wellde"ned, over-deepened shelf trough and a lobate glacial
unit, presumed to be a moraine, at the shelf edge
(Roekoengen et al., 1979). In a tentative estimate of the
locations of former ice streams at the western, marine
margin, we have used over-deepened troughs on the shelf
and lobate moraines or thick glacial sediment units at the
shelf edge (Roekoengen et al., 1979; King et al., 1987;
Roekoengen et al., 1988; Rise et al., 1988; Holtedahl,
1993), as possible indicators of palaeo-ice streams, and
marked them in Fig. 15.
If we use lobation of the contemporary ice sheet margin based on moraine distributions (e.g. Chebotareva,
1977) as an index of streaming in the south eastern
#ank of the ice sheet south of the Baltic and the Gulf
of Finland, many seem to line up with streams on
the Shield which are clearly indicated by lineations
patterns. We have therefore identi"ed, using su$xes,
groups as ice stream complexes which appear to recur
along the same axis and which are often succeeded by
single major ice streams at a later stage of retreat.
They are
B1 } B5 * Southern Baltic ice stream complex,
E } E1 * Karelian ice stream complex,
G1 } G4 * White Sea ice stream complex.
4.4. Glaciological inferences * the phases of retreat
We have characterised the structural evolution of the
ice sheet during its decay by subdividing it into a series of
phases as shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

4.4.1. Phase R1 * 29}20 ka
The growth of the European ice sheet culminated in its
southwest, west and northwesterly sectors during this
period, when it extended onto continental shelves. It then
retreated from these shelves before the GRIP core indicates that a signi"cant climatic warming had occurred. It
may be a consequence of dynamic interaction between
ice sheet loading and lithosphere #exure. Boulton and
Payne (1994) have shown how a shelf area which has
become exposed above sea level as a consequence of
global sea level fall may be loaded by an advancing ice
sheet to produce isostatic depression of the lithosphere
and consequent relative sea level rise. This then enhances
the rate of iceberg calving at the marine margin and
promotes ice sheet retreat. Such a scenario might apply
to the early advance of the ice sheet from the southwest
Norwegian centre of ice dispersal over the central North
Sea, where it became con#uent with the British ice sheet
in a shallow sea area of average interglacial water depth
of 50}70 m, which would have been exposed above sea
level during a glacial maximum sea level fall of about
120 m (Fairbanks, 1989). Very little is known about the
nature of the connection between the European and
British ice sheets. We presume that a "rst-order ice divide
extended across the North Sea from NE to SW, with
a saddle at the point of con#uence.
We have referred in Section 4.2 to the evidence for an
ice stream along the line of the Norwegian Channel
which was contemporary with a North Sea ice sheet.
Sejrup et al. (2000) show this ice stream as a continuous
feature leading from the Skaggerak as far as the shelf
edge at the maximum of glaciation. We suggest that this
is unlikely. It would have demanded a very highly asymmetric ice sheet, with an ice divide lying between the
Skaggerak and the southern LGM margin of the ice sheet
(Fig. 12), a mere 150 km away, but with a northwesterly
#ank some 600 km in extent. There are no major topographic features or strong contrasts in bed materials
which would prevent the ice divide from being located
approximately equidistant between the northwestern and
southeastern margins of the North Sea ice sheet, although stronger draw-down at a calving margin in
deeper water at the northwestern margin might have
caused some asymmetry. For this reason, we suggest that
at the maximum of glaciation, an ice stream existed in the
northwestern area of the Norwegian Channel, draining
ice from the south western fjords of Norway towards the
northwest, and that as the ice sheet decayed, the head of
the ice stream retreated towards the Skaggerak. It is even
possible, given the absence of evidence of strong climatic
warming during the period, that the ice stream played an
important role in the rapid decay of the North Sea ice
sheet during a period of glacio-isostatic sea level rise. The
development of fast ice streams in the Norwegian Channel may have drawn down the ice sheet surfaces both to
the northeast and southwest su$ciently to have created
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Fig. 15. Inferred time-dependent trajectories of land-based major ice streams which existed during decay of the ice sheet, marked A}J (named in the
text). The concentric lines in each ice stream zone show the position of the ice sheet margin at times when there was streaming activity in each zone. The
arrows show the centre lines of time transgressive streams, not the length of an ice stream at any one time. Probable locations of marine ice streams are
shown as M1}M10. Evidence for them comprises shelf troughs, arcuate moraines at the mouths of shelf troughs and major accumulations of glacial
sediment at the shelf edge or on the upper continental slope.

a strongly negative mass balance on the ice stream #anks,
leading to glacier decay and break up of the North Sea
con#uence zone.

(b) major readvances separated by intervening retreats
of the ice sheat margin in the southwestern and
southern sectors.

4.4.2. Phase R2 * 20}15.2 ka
This is characterized by

The large-scale form of the ice sheet suggests a pattern
of #ow re#ecting a SW}NE primary ice divide. As there is
no evidence of erratic transport onto the eastern coast of
Sweden from further east, Lundqvist (1974) suggested
that the divide could never have been to the east of the
Swedish east coast. However, sluggish ice velocities and

(a) a large net retreat in the southern sector whilst the
eastern sector was stationary at, or advancing to, the
maximum extent,
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the probability of basal freezing in the divide zone make
this weak evidence. Most recent ice sheet reconstructions
(e.g. Boulton and Payne, 1994)) however, place the LGM
primary divide just to the east of the SW}NE Scandinavian mountain chain. The buttressing of the western
#ank of the ice sheet by the mountain range permits the
divide to be farther west than would be the case on
a horizontal bed. The ice sheet is therefore strongly
asymmetrical. As the mountain chain does not extend
into the northeast sector, we expect the divide to swing
round towards the east in this sector, with second order
divides extending north into Finnmark and east into the
White Sea area. Strong drawdown by the Skaggerak (A)
and Baltic Sea (B) ice streams can be expected to produce
a triple junction at the SW end of the primary divide from
which a second-order divide extends to the south in
southern Sweden, with a further second-order divide
extending into SW Norway.
Advance continued in the east until about 15,000 BP
whilst retreat occurred further west. This is most likely to
occur as a consequence of continuing clockwise rotation
of the principle ice divide as a consequence of changing
patterns of accumulation on the ice sheet surface. This
divide rotation is also inferred for the ice sheet build-up
phase (see Section 5.2). Its most probable cause is the
geo-topographic obstruction caused by the de#ection of
atmospheric #ow by the growing ice sheet. The resultant
atmospheric wave would produce a low pressure zone on
the westerly #ank of the ice sheet, drawing in warm,
moist, southwesterly air. On the easterly, lee #ank of the
ice sheet, we would expect a dominantly high pressure
zone drawing down cold, dry, polar air from the north.
During colder periods, this will tend to produce high
accumulation rates on the southwestern #ank of the ice
sheet and low accumulation rates on the eastern #ank,
producing fast growth in the west and slow growth in the
east. General climatic warming will produce retreat in the
west, whilst in the east, the more continental climate and
the existence of strong katabatic #ows, may be able to
maintain cold though dry conditions there. This contrast
could account for decay in the southwest contemporary
with continuing growth in the east.
The southern sector of the ice sheet was characterized
by lobate margins which we suggest re#ect the termini of
ice streans. The sector was prone to readvance during
which the axes of lobes/streams changed through time.
The inferred form of the ice sheet margin to the east and
west of the head of the Skaggerak suggests that it was
drawn down by a powerful contemporary Skaggerak ice
stream. During the retreat of this stream into the coastal
zone, and during the Pommeranian and Gardno phases,
the Danish sublobe (B1) of the Baltic ice stream complex
showed very strong activity (East Jylland and Belt Sea
Advances * Lagerlund and Houmark-Nielsen, 1993)
well before 14.2 ka BP. We expect shifts in the position of
terminal lobes of ice streams to re#ect changes in condi-

tions in the terminal zone rather than in the accumulation area. The development of a Danish sub-lobe (B1)
may be a response to rapid deglaciation in the Skagerrak
calving bay. Initially, the Baltic ice stream may have been
forced to the south in the large Odra sub-lobe (B2)
because of ice #owing south from Norway. Later, as the
Skagerrak calving bay developed, the ice stream was no
longer blocked to the west and therefore expanded westward towards the Kattegat as the Danish sublobe. The
Baltic ice stream appears to have behaved as a `loose
"re-hosea in the southern Baltic sector during decay.
Houmark-Nielsen's (1987) reconstructions of the advance of ice into Denmark immediately prior to the
glacial maximum, suggest that the ice sheet may also
have behaved in this way in the latest stages of advance.
4.4.3. Phase R3 * 15.2}13 ka
This was characterized by general retreat around the
whole of the ice sheet margin, re#ecting a strong climatic
amelioration. The corrected varve record (Fig. 14a)
shows a rapid early retreat followed by a deccerelation
towards the Younger Dryas moraines. Retreat at the
western margin was much slower (Figs. 14b and c). We
suggest that it re#ects in part a very di!erent regime of
channelised #ows in an area of high relief, in part a contrast between relatively heavy winter accumulation on
the west #ank of the ice sheet in contrast to more arid
winter conditions and warmer summers in the east, and,
in part, strong drawdown by powerful ice streams in the
eastern central sector. Particularly dramatic rates of retreat occurred in the southern Baltic and White Sea
regions (Fig. 12), which we suggest were enhanced by
iceberg calving.
We postulate that a contemporary ice stream at the
head of the Skagerrak (A) drew down a large part of
the southwestern margin of the ice sheet. There are,
for instance, very strong NE}SW lineation sets
on the northern part of the Swedish west coast which
converge towards the head of the Skaggerak. We suggest
that both the ice stream, and a calving bay which
we presume to have succeeded it in the re-entrant between the western Swedish and southeastern Norwegian
coasts, played the dominant roles in maintaining this
re-entrant in the southwestern margin of the ice sheet
during this phase. The large-scale pattern of converging
#ow which this created was re#ected in a re-entrant in the
ice margin for over 3000 yr after retreat from the coastline (Fig. 12).
The extreme lobation of southeastern ice streams during phase R3 compared with their successors in later
phases, may re#ect the fact that they overlay thick poorly
lithi"ed sediment sequences which facilitated subglacial
sediment deformation and relatively unstable #ow conditions (Boulton and Jones, 1979), in contrast to the hard
basement rock surfaces to the north. This is particularly
clearly seen in the Riga (B5), Novgorod (F) and White
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Sea (G) streams, whose termini become much less lobate
after about 12.5 ka.
The evidence of the earliest crossing #ow lineations
during deglaciation comes from southern Sweden
(Fig. 4c), where there is an early N}S lineation. We
suggest that this developed during the last stages of
advance to the Weichselian maximum or the early stages
of retreat. However, the strong drawdown by ice stream
B in particular, during retreat, was responsible for the
development of a second-order ice divide in southern
Sweden. Flow away from this divide produced lineation
sets superimposed on the N}S sets which fan out towards
the SW in west coast areas and towards the SE in east
coast areas (Fig. 4c). We argue therefore, partly because
of the hard rock substratum in this area, and partly
because of the nature of the pattern, that this pattern is
unlikely to re#ect activity of an ice stream, but rather the
divergence of #ow which we would expect from the
formation of a subsidiary ice divide due to strong drawdown by #anking ice streams.
The distinctive warming events shown by the GRIP
and NE Atlantic records at 14,000}14,500 BP and at
about 11,500}11,600 BP and the lagged response of the
ice sheet retreat rate discussed in Section 4.2 provide an
important index of ice sheet dynamics. The rate of retreat
of an ice sheet margin re#ects the balance between the
horizontal component of ablation at the margin and the
horizontal component of velocity. If the climate becomes
warmer, we expect the ablation rate to increase (both by
surface melting and by iceberg calving) and the net mass
balance on the ice sheet surface to decrease. The former
will have an immediate e!ect, whilst a reduction in mass
balance will gradually cause a reduction in velocity and
a lagged retreat rate response. The lagged retreat rate
response of about 250}500 yr to warming at
14,000}14,500 BP (Fig. 13) and at about 11,500 suggests
that the dynamic e!ect of reduced mass balance was the
dominant control on retreat rate during this period,
which is consistent with the fact that the ice sheet at that
time had a margin which calved into a Baltic Ice Lake
over much of its southeast sector.
4.4.4. Phase R4 * 13}11.5/11.6 ka
The Younger Dryas stadial, which occurred between
about 12,860}11,640 yr BP, was associated with a sudden
temperature drop of 73C at the beginning of the period
and a similar increase at the end (Johnsen et al., 1992;
Bond et al., 1993). The equilibrium line altitude on the ice
sheet dropped by about 600}700 m (Boulton et al., 1995)
and was 400}600 m lower than at present in the mountains of western Norway (Svendsen and Mangerud,
1992). Large terminal moraines, the Fennoscandian
moraines, were generated in Norway (Ra moraines),
Sweden (Middle-Swedish moraines) and Finland (SalpausselkaK I}III) with smaller moraines in Russian
Karelia (Rugozero and Nyukozero moraines * Punkari,
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1985), although only discontinuous moraines were produced in the Kola Peninsula (Punkari, 1993). The ice
margin readvanced in western Norway (Mangerud et al.,
1979) and western Sweden between 12.8 and 12 ka, although it was either stationary or retreated slightly further east during the same time period. We presume that
this re#ects similar west}east climatic contrasts noted in
R3 (Figs. 14b}c). Varve analyses do not show major
#uctuations on the southern and eastern margin of
the ice sheet (StroK mberg, 1994). The particularly strong
lineation patterns which lie to the north of the SalpausselkaK moraines probably re#ect a relatively stable #ow
pattern produced while the ice margin was approximately stationary for about 1000 yr (Figs. 12 and 14).
An exception to the general pattern of little overall
retreat during R4 occurs in the White Sea region, where
there was up to 300 km of retreat (Fig. 12). Four ice
streams, G1}G4, which extended across the White Sea at
13.2 ka were replaced by a single large ice stream, G, by
12.6 ka. It seems probable that G1}G4 represented di%uent terminal parts of a single up-glacier ice stream, and
that low basal friction on the muds of the White Sea
produced low slope lobes that stagnated and broke up by
calving. Retreat was a consequence of dynamic collapse
rather than of changing climate.
4.4.5. Phase R5 * 11.5/6 ka xnal retreat
Rapid retreat of the southeastern #ank ice sheet was
resumed and the western, southwestern and northern
#anks withdrew from the marine margin more slowly as
a consequence of substantial climatic amelioration.
In southwesternmost Finland, ice stream B shows
a very strong splaying out in an eastward direction, but
does not show a similar westward splay on the eastern
coast of Sweden (Punkari, 1995). This appears to re#ect
a failure of the Baltic Sea ice stream to #ow strongly in
a southerly direction from the southern end of the Gulf of
Bothnia past the islands of As land. This may have arisen
because the southerly exit from the Gulf was blocked by
a shallow bedrock sill around the As land islands, in contrast to the soft sediment basins to north and south
(Freden, 1994), so that #ow was de#ected towards the
southeast. There is a discontinuity between the lineations
of ice stream B to the north of the SalpausselkaK moraines
compared with those immediately to the south, which
have more of a north}south trend (Figs. 15 and 16),
suggesting that strong de#ection of ice stream B to the
southeast occurred during the Younger Dryas stadial.
The lineations sets of ice stream D however, appear to
continue beyond the SalpausselkaK moraines (Figs. 15 and
16) although they show less sign of fanning south of the
moraines, suggesting that the general #ow direction remained the same in this sector and that ice stream D was
initiated or strengthened during the Younger Dryas stadial. The same is also true of ice streams E and
G. Fanning out of ice stream termini during the Younger
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Fig. 16. Youngest lineation sets and inferred ice margin trends during the last deglaciation of southwest Finland, with ice margin isochrons inferred by
extrapolation of the adjusted Swedish varve chronology. Fig. 9c shows the key to interpretation. Two well de"ned ice streams (B and D) are present at
about 12,600 BP, joined by stream E by 11,400 at the latest. At about 11,300 BP, a new ice stream (C) forms between B and D. Streaming ceases in D by
about by about 100 yr later (11,200 BP), probably as a consequence the capture of its catchment by the new ice stream C. Ice stream C, however, has
a short life of about 200 yr, appearing to lose activity by about 10,900 BP.

Dryas was generally greater than previously (Fig. 15). It
continued during subsequent retreat for a further 200 km.
We suggest that this re#ects stronger velocity contrasts
between ice streams and inter-stream ridges and the
intensi"cation of #ow during the Younger Dryas.
There is evidence in Finland of ice streams which cease
to function and are replaced by others. This occurs where
evidence of terminal lobation ceases in an upstream direction (Fig. 16). The marginal lobation of ice stream
D ceases after about 11.2 ka suggesting cessation of
streaming. The strong parallel lineations which occur in
ice stream D up-glacier of this isochron re#ect the headward extent of strong streaming prior to cessation of

streaming. This appears to extend as far as the eastern
shore of the Gulf of Bothnia and possibly just as far as the
western shore, suggesting that the length of the ice stream
as it died at 11.2 ka was between 250 and 400 km.
A major new set of fanning lineations appears between
ice streams B and D (Fig. 16) some 150 km north of the
Salpausselka moraine, related to an ice margin at about
11.3 ka. This appears to mark the birth of a new ice
stream, ice stream C. It appears to have grown at the
expense of ice streams D and B. Stream D "nally died
some 100 yr later, at 11.2 ka. It also appears that ice
stream E grew at the expense of ice stream D. Lobation of
the margin of ice stream C had however ceased by about
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10.9 ka, suggesting that it had a life of about 400 yr.
Strong lineations along the axis of this ice stream appear
to extend across the Gulf of Bothnia, as far as
250}300 km north of the 10.9 ka isochron, suggesting that
strong streaming occured in stream C for 250}300 km
from the ice sheet margin just prior to its decay. A similar
argument applied to ice stream G gives a length of
250 km. These examples illustrate how the length of the
lineation sets associated with streaming re#ects time
transgressive behaviour and is not in itself a good guide
to ice stream length.
The ice divide system in the Younger Dryas ice sheet
can be reconstructed to some extent. It is reasonably
clear that the major ice divide system was approximately
sigmoidal in plan, stretching from southwest Norway to
northern Sweden and into the Kola Peninsula, where
there was a second-order divide as a consequence of
marine drawdown in the #anking areas of the southern
Barents Sea and the White Sea (due to collapse of the ice
stream complex G1}G4); and in southern Sweden, because of drawdown into the embayment to the west and
into the Baltic sea ice streams to the east. A series of
lower-order divides existed between the southeasterly ice
streams, with a more complex pattern in northwestern
Norway because of the interaction between ice sheet
form and the mountain topography.
After 10.6 ka, the ice sheet broke up into separate domes, the main ice mass centred to the east of
the modern ice cap of Svartisen, along the
Norwegian}Swedish border, a dome centred over the
Jotunheimen area in southwest Norway, and a small
dome separating later in central Norway/Sweden (JaK mtland). The last ice caps were located farther to the east
than the initial growth centres. Some strong lineations
entering into the northern extremity of the Gulf of Bothnia from the northwest (Fig. 4a) suggest that some
streaming continued here at least into the early part of
this phase, although it is not clear whether this belongs to
a successor of streams E, D or C, or a newly created
stream.

5. Older 6ow sets * the pattern of ice sheet growth
5.1. The pattern of pre-retreat lineations
Crossing lineations have been observed in many areas,
where #ow-parallel lineations on satellite images and
drumlins and striations observed on the ground clearly
predate the #ow features produced near to the retreating
ice margin during "nal deglaciation (e.g. Figs. 3}5).
Superimposed drumlins re#ecting di!erent #ow directions were "rst identi"ed by Rose and Letzer (1977).
Boulton (1987) showed how they could be produced by
changing ice sheet #ow directions, and Boulton and
Clark (1990a, b) mapped crossing lineations which re#ect
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such features over wide areas of Canada from satellite
imagery. In Fig. 17, all lineations which lie parallel to the
#ow during "nal retreat have been removed from the
total lineation population to reveal lineations which unequivocally pre-date "nal retreat. This is not to say that
many lineations which happen to be parallel to marginal
#ow during "nal retreat do not pre-date that retreat,
merely that our conservative approach does not recognise them. The residuals come predominantly from the
areas of crossing lineations shown in Figs. 4 and 5. They
tend to form well-de"ned clusters, which are particularly
strong in northern Fennoscandia, although residuals
occur throughout central and southern Sweden, in
particular in southwestern Sweden. In northern
Finland/Sweden and in central Sweden (Fig. 17), these
early lineations tend to form two sets, with the earlier set
in the more northerly area oriented NW}SE and the later
set oriented NNW}SSE. We suggest that many residual
lineations were protected from overprinting by the reorganisation of ice sheet dynamics during the latest phase
of glaciation, by temporary phases of basal freezing (Kleman, 1990), migration of the ice divide over the site
(Boulton and Clark, 1990) or because they lay beneath
zones of sluggish #ow between ice streams when the area
was in the near-terminal zone during deglaciation
(Figs. 4b and 16).
The pattern of residual lineations shown in Fig. 17
could have formed far from the ice sheet margin during
the "nal retreat, or during an earlier stage of ice sheet
retreat or advance, either in the Weichselian or during an
earlier glacial stage (Tanner, 1915; Punkari, 1985; Nordkalott Project, 1986).
In southwestern Sweden, the residuals show
a north}south trend compared with the NE}SW trend
during deglaciation. In central Sweden they show
a NW}SE trend compared with a NNW}SSE trend
during deglaciation. In northeastern Sweden, northern
Finland and northwestern Russia they show a NW}SE
to NNW}SSE trend compared to a dominant W}E trend
during deglaciation; and in southern Finland they show
a N}S trend compared with a NW}SE trend during
deglaciation. In the area north of the Gulf of Bothnia, the
pattern of residuals is more complex, progressively
swinging round towards a north}south trend further to
the south and east (Fig. 17). Studies of their interrelations
suggest that the NW}SE lineation is the earlier, overprinted by a later lineation which fans out from northernmost Sweden in an arc from SW and W.
The pattern of "nal retreat on the SE #ank of the ice
sheet east of the Baltic Sea, with a margin oriented in
a NE}SW direction, indicates that the dominant #ow
during retreat in this sector was NW}SE, from a principle ice divide oriented SW}NE. We conclude therefore
that neither the N}S orientation in southern Finland, nor
the earlier NW}SE lineations in northeastern Sweden
belong to the "nal decay phase. However, in the Gulf of
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Fig. 17. The major pre-maximum lineation sets which di!er in orientation from the retreat sets. They tend to be preserved in areas which lay beneath the
principal ice divide at the maximum of glaciation, which protected them from erosion because of frozen bed conditions (Fig. 18) and low ice velocities
(Fig. 6c), and beneath inter-stream ridges (see Figs. 5, 11 and 15) characterised by low ice velocities and possibly frozen bed conditions. Inference of basal
thermal reuime: The solid lines identify di!erent lineation zones, and are explained by reference to the time-dependent thermal zonation shown in Fig. 18.
Zone I: no major pre-maximum lineation sets; explained as the area in which there was no basal melting through much of the glacial cycle. Zone II: a single
major set of pre-maximum lineations; explained as a zone in which there was basal melting during the early Weichselian prior to 80 ka, but which was
subsequently characterised by basal freezing. Zone III: two major sets of pre-maximum lineations; explained as a zone in which the same early Weichselian
lineation set as in zone II is crossed by a lineation set formed in the zone of melting during the middle Weichselian and in the phase of ice sheet growth
prior to 25 ka. Its outer limit shows the limit of an early Weichselian advance. Zone IV: only contains one major pre-maximum lineation set; explained as
forming during ice sheet growth immediately prior to the last glacial maximum with a post-maximum lineation being superimposed on it after an
intervening phase of basal freezing. Zone V: no major pre-maximum lineation set, explained as a zone which has only experienced basal melting, so that
lineations have been progressively modi"ed to leave only one major lineation set. Inference of patterns of ice sheet urowth: Pre-maximum lineation sets are
used to infer patterns of growth of the last ice sheet based on the assumption that during ice sheet advance, the maximum rate of erosion/deposition will be
in the terminal zone of the ice sheet (see Fig. 7a) and that on a horizontal surface, ice margin trends will lie normal to the #ow direction. The general
pattern of growth is illustrated by concentric dashed lines, which we arbitrarily use to subdivide growth into four main phases (A1}A4). Patterns of
growth in western Norway are entirely speculative, as is the connection between phase 3 and the extension of the ice sheet into the central North Sea.

Finland region, some of the older N and NE directions
may represent #ow far inside the receding margin during
the last deglaciation, produced by convergent drawdown
at the head of the Baltic Sea ice stream.

5.2. Reconstructing the pattern of ice sheet growth
The change in lineation trend between early and late
lineations must re#ect a shift in the pattern of ice #ow.
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The relative continuity and integration of the residual
lineation pattern (Fig. 17) (apart from in southern
Sweden, where a NW}SE lineation is replaced by
a superimposed N}S lineation further south, and northern Finland/Sweden, where a NW}SE lineation is succeeded to the south by a N}S lineation superimposed
upon it) and the systematic ice sheet wide directional shift
between pre-retreat and retreat patterns, which is clockwise in the southeast and central sector and anti-clockwise in the eastern and northeastern sectors, are bases for
believing that the early lineation pattern resulted from
a single glacial phase in which the overall patterns of #ow
and ice divide distribution were di!erent from those
during retreat.
Whilst it is possible that the di!erent patterns were the
product of di!erent glacial periods in which the ice sheets
had di!erent geometries, we suggest that it is most likely,
for reasons given in the next section, that the early
lineations re#ect growth phases of the Weichselian ice
sheet in which the pattern of #ow was di!erent from the
pattern of #ow during retreat.
We assume that, apart from any possible streaming
(see below), strong lineations able to survive a succeeding
glacial phase with a di!erent #ow direction are most
likely to be produced in the near-margin high velocity
zone (see Fig. 7). If the residual lineations shown in
Fig. 17 belong to the phase of ice sheet growth, we could
infer the general time-transgressive trajectory of the expanding ice sheet margin shown in Fig. 17. This inferred
pattern is not surprising, for the following reasons:
E The advance along the land sector from northern
Finland to the Gulf of Finland appears to have been
faster than from central Sweden over the central Baltic
Sea. This could re#ect slowing of advance beyond the
east coast of Sweden because of calving into contemporary deep water in the Gulf of Bothnia.
E The lineation pattern in northwestern Russia and
northern Scandinavia suggests that an ice divide extended to the northeast at least as far north as the
northern coast, and that ice must have transgressed
into the shallow waters of southern Barents Sea. This
pattern of extension is more likely during an ice sheet
growth stage when relative sea levels were low, compared to a retreat stage when they are high because of
isostatic depression of the crust.
E A similar argument can be employed in southern
Sweden, where it is reasonable to expect an advance
into a shallow early glacial southern Baltic Sea from
the mountainous area to the north. The retreat takes
place however predominantly along the axis of the
southern Baltic Sea, which would be compatible with
strong calving into an isostatically deepened basin.
E The pattern shows uniform #ow directions without the
lobate structures typical of the later retreat. During
advance, remoulding of the substratum will commence
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as the ice sheet moves over a site and continue progressively beneath the ice sheet. During retreat, fast,
marginal remoulding will be the last glacial event to
which an area is subject. As a consequence, marginal
features, such as lobes, will be well re#ected in the
glacial geology left by retreat, but will tend to be
overprinted by deeper processes during advance
(Fig. 7; Boulton, 1996).
Our interpretation depends upon the assumption that
the rate at which geomorphological work will be done,
and therefore the intensity of lineation, will depend upon
the velocity of the ice sheet over its bed and the ice sheet
residence time. The submarginal high velocity zone near
to the equilibrium line would be the zone in which
strongest lineations would be expected to develop. We
expect this zone of maximum geomorphic work to have
been time transgressive. With this in mind, we argue that
the broad arc described by the major residual lineation
set is just the pattern which is likely to have been produced by the expansion of an ice sheet from its early nucleation and growth centres in the mountains of western
Scandinavia during its expansion to the south and east if
lineations were generated predominantly in a submarginal zone of strong geomorphic activity.
We speculatively suggest a simple glaciological rationale for the general pattern of ice sheet expansion suggested in Fig. 17 through a subdivision into four phases,
though without any chronological implications except in
the "nal, A4, phase.
5.2.1. Phase A1
(Ice sheet initiation of separate domes in the areas of
Jotunheimen/Hardangervidda in southwest Norway and
in the Scandinavian mountains north of Kebnekaise in
northern Sweden/Lappland and their growth to coalescence).
Ice sheet initiation was a consequence of climatic deterioration but the location of nucleation centres was
determined by topography. The two early growth
centres, in southwest Norway and northern Sweden/
Lappland, are currently the two highest and most heavily
glaciated areas along the Scandinavian mountain chain,
and the obvious locations for ice sheet nucleation, although further growth did not merely depend upon the
presence of high mountains, but also the existence of
a large high altitude hinterland on which large ice domes
can grow. The northern growth centre lay signi"cantly
further north than the northern centre during "nal decay,
whereas the southern growth and decay centres seem to
have been coincident.
5.2.2. Phase A2
(Radial expansion of the coalesced ice sheet and elongation of the ice divide towards the north and northeast and
into the Kola Peninsula).
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Expansion was driven by climate and occurred
radially away from the centres of nucleation. The extension of the divide to the northeast must also have been
climatically determined, and must re#ect intersection of
the permanent snowline with the land surface along the
Barents Sea coast of northern Norway. There is no high
mountain topography in the northern Kola Peninsula.
Coastal hills have a maximum elevation of 500 m in the
west and up to 350 m further east. These low elevations
must have been adequate to permit glacial initiation, and
must re#ect a strong moisture #ux into the region, either
from the northwest or southeast. Under such conditions,
it is probable that ice sheet initiation would have
occurred in the Barents/Novaya Zemlya/Kara region to
permit coalescence with the growing European ice sheet
in the region by late phase A2. The earlier NW}SE
lineations in southern Sweden probably belong to this
phase.
5.2.3. Phase A3
(Strong growth in the eastern sector of the ice sheet).
The trend re#ected by the eastern extension of the
divide in A2 is continued during phase A3 by extension
to the south in the eastern sector. This was not matched
by similar extension further west. This contrast may
re#ect the di$culty the ice sheet found in crossing the
Baltic Sea and Gulf of Bothnia from the east coast of
Sweden because of strong calving in deep water. It is only
as the ice sheet advanced southwards on the eastern side
of the Gulf of Bothnia that ice extended across the Gulf,
possibly re#ecting greater e!ectiveness in spanning the
Gulf when ice #owed into it from both sides. This contrast between southeast and southwestern sectors may
therefore be a dynamic rather than a climatic e!ect. The
apparent failure of the ice sheet to cross from southern
Sweden to Denmark in an area lacking large expanses of
deep water might however indicate a strong climatic
gradient between a cold but still moist eastern area, and
a much warmer western area. We presume that the ice
sheet advanced in the west at least as far as the coastal zone
during phase A3 or even A2. The strong growth in the
eastern sector and limited growth in the west during this
phase implies a swinging of the ice divide about a pivot in
southwest Norway, from a SW}NE orientation during
phase 2to aWSW}ENE orientation by the end of phase A3.
5.2.4. Phase A4
(Expansion in the central southern sector).
The ice sheet extended to, or close to the southwest
coast of Norway by the end of phase A3, and then
expanded into the central North Sea at about 28 ka
(Sejrup et al., 1994) during A4, in which phase it also
expanded in the central southern sector. (Phase A4 and
phase R1 overlap. The ice sheet dome over the central
North Sea appears to have collapsed before the ice sheet
reached its maximum extent in the southern and south-

eastern sectors.) This expansion would have been associated with a bowing towards the south of the primary ice
divide, or the development of a secondary divide towards
the south. This could account for some of the SW-directed lineations in Stockholm area.
Further east, in the Baltic Sea and Finland, there was
a very large advance compared with further west in the
North Sea area, where the ice sheet had already reached
its maximum advance by early in A4, and further east in
northwest Russia. This is consistent with recent AMS
14C re-dating of mammoth remains (Ukkonen et al.,
1999) from six sites pre-dating the last, Late Weichselian
ice sheet advance. These have produced ages ranging
from 31,970$950 BP from northwestern Finland, immediately west of the head of the Gulf of Bothnia, to
22,420$315 BP in central Finland to 23,340$350 BP
at Helsinki in southern Finland. Notwithstanding the
uncertainties associated with the dating of bone of this
age (e.g.: Berglund et al., 1976) the data suggest that the
ice sheet advanced by some 700}800 km to its maximum
extent after about 22}23 ka. It is also consistent with the
evidence from northwest Russia of a late advance to and
retreat from the regional maximum, although the extent
of the A4 advance there is less than further west. The N}S
lineations in southern Sweden which post date NW}SE
lineations belong to this phase.
The moisture sources which fed the expansion in
northwest Russia in phase A3 may have been cut o! from
the westerly moisture sources by ice sheet growth. Further west, the central southern sector expansion may
have re#ected increasingly maritime conditions, which in
the extreme west had become so warm as to inhibit
further growth. Such changes may be explained by some
of the relationships between storm tracks, maritime/continental contrasts and glacierisation pointed out by
Kvasov (1978). The same highly maritime conditions in
the southwest would have created a relatively energetic
glacier, which was able to cross the deep waters of the
Norwegian Channel (300 m depth at the present day) and
extend into the central North Sea region to become
con#uent with a British ice sheet, when we assume that
a primary ice divide would have extended from south
west Norway into the central Norh Sea. We presume that
advance to the continental shelf edge in the west occured
during phase A4.
Evidence from the Kattegat area of south Sweden/
Denmark suggests two early stage ice advances (Sj+rring,
1983; Houmark-Nielsen, 1987) a Norwegian advance and
an Old Baltic advance. Sj+rring (1983) regarded the former as the earlier of the two, whilst Houmark-Nielsen
(1987) and Ringberg (1988) believed it to be the latter.
The succeeding Main Danish Advance and later readvances are believed (Houmark-Nielsen, 1987) to have
coincided with the LGM and early retreat stages from it.
We suggest that advance from the north in the area of
Jutland could belong to late phase A2, A3 or early phase
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A4 conditions, whilst in Sweden they are most likely to
re#ect A4 conditions.
The absence of evidence of #ow from a Barents Sea ice
mass in the NNE and from a Kara Sea mass in the NE
suggests that ice on the European mainland was dominantly Europe-centred and can largely be considered as
a single dynamic entity.
5.3. Reconstructing ice sheet thermodynamics * the
evidence of pre-retreat lineations
Fig. 17 shows that lineations with a di!erent trend to
those formed during retreat are predominantly preserved
in the core areas of the European ice sheet. This would
most readily occur if there was strong geomorphic activity in the near-marginal zone as the ice sheet advanced
over a site, little activity when the ice sheet was at its most
extensive, and renewed activity as the ice sheet "nally
receded over the site during decay, and if the patterns of
ice sheet #ow were di!erent during the growth and decay
phases. Geomorphic activity can be most readily suppressed in the central, ice divide region of an ice sheet
either by low ice velocities (Boulton and Clark, 1990b) or
basal freezing (Boulton, 1972; Kleman, 1992), although
both will tend to be associated together in the divide region.
In the preceding section, we have presented strong
evidence of di!erent patterns of #ow during early growth
and "nal decay. Is it also reasonable to expect major
extension of basal freezing during the middle of the
glacial cycle?
Fig. 18 shows the modelled thermodynamic evolution
of the European ice sheet through the last glacial cycle
along the transect (D}E) shown in Fig. 19. It is derived
from the model presented by Boulton et al. (1995), and is
compatible with the geological syntheses of Mangerud
(1991) and Lundqvist (1992). During early ice sheet
growth, the base is everywhere below the freezing
point. As growth continues, a distal basal melting
zone develops because of the outward increase in
frictional heating at the bed as the ice sheet expands.
During glacial maxima, the central zone of freezing has
expanded signi"cantly, being most extensive at the
LGM, when the model shows it extending some 500 km
from the zones of nucleation. During ice sheet decay, the
rate of retreat of the margin of the ice sheet is greater than
that of the melting/freezing interface, so that during the
later phases of decay, much of the ice sheet is again frozen
at the base. The modelled thermodynamic pattern is as
would be required to generate distinct sets of crossing
lineations. It is most clearly shown between 250 and
525 km in Fig. 18. A phase of basal melting associated
with high ice velocities and strong erosional and depositional activity (Fig. 6) during advance to the LGM is
separated from a phase of similar activity during retreat
by an inactive period of basal freezing during the glacial
maximum.
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We suggest that most of the observed pattern of survival of pre-retreat lineation shown in Fig. 17 can be
explained satisfactorily by using a model such as that in
Fig. 18 as a guide. We identify a series of relatively
well-de"ned zones:
5.3.1. Zone I
This zone shows no extensive evidence of major premaximum lineation sets. We interpret it as the zone of ice
divide #uctuation in which cold basal conditions are
maintained throughout the period of glacier occupancy.
The divide migrates across the zone as ice sheet extent
varies. There is little erosion or deposition apart from at
the margin as it advances and retreats across the area,
and where ice streams produce local basal melting. We
expect surface features from before the last glaciation to
be preserved in this zone.
5.3.2. Zone II
This zone shows a single major set of pre-maximum
lineations. We interpret it as a zone in which there was
basal melting during the relatively warm Early Weichselian stadials prior to 80 ka, but that it subsequently lay
beneath cold ice, except where ice streams occurred.
Erosional and depositional lineations produced during
the Early Weichselian were preserved during later
Weichselian periods of cold bed conditions (e.g. LagerbaK ck, 1988).
5.3.3. Zone III
This zone shows two major sets of pre-maximum lineations. We interpret it as a zone in which the same early
Weichselian lineation set (pre-80 ka), as in zone II, is
crossed by a lineation set formed in the zone of melting
during the middle Weichselian stadial at about 60 ka
(Fig. 18), and in the phase of ice sheet growth prior to
25 ka. Its outer limit shows the limit of the early Weichselian advance, and coincides with a line which Sutinen
(1992) suggested was the location of an old moraine,
overidden by the late Weichselian advance.
5.3.4. Zone IV
This zone contains only one major pre-maximum
lineation set. It is interpreted as forming during ice sheet
growth immediately prior to the LGM with a postmaximum lineation being superimposed on it after an
intervening phase of basal freezing associated with the
LGM. We expect superimposition of two phases of erosional and depositional lineation, separated by a time gap.
5.3.5. Zone V
In this zone, ice sheet occupancy is relatively short and
characterised by melting bed conditions, except in a narrow zone a few tens of km wide near to the ice sheet
margin. We expect continuous, strong erosional and depositional activity. Moreover, we expect any changing
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Fig. 18. Modelled thermodynamic evolution of the European ice sheet through the last glacial cycle along the transect D}E shown in Fig. 19. Four
geographic zones are distinguished, an inner zone I in which no signi"cant basal melting occurs through the cycle; a zone II in which melting occurs
early in the glaciation, but which is subsequently protected from erosion by frozen bed conditions; a zone III in which melting and sediment/bedform
generation prior to the glacial maximum ceases during the maximum because of frozen bed conditions but recur during deglaciation to produce
crossing lineation sets, but in#uenced by multiple Weichselian advances; a zone IV, similar to III, but with only the LGM advance; and a zone V in
which there is continuous basal melting and continuous re-moulding of bedforms.

#ow patterns during this period of continuous geomorphological activity not to produce discrete lineation sets
of di!erent orientation, but largely to smear out and
destroy early stage lineations and to replace them by
lineations which re#ect ice #ow during the retreat. Earlier
lineations may survive in the extreme marginal zone.
There are however some exceptions to this pattern. Areas
of inter-ice stream ridges in southern Finland clearly
show crossing lineations (Figs. 4b and 5). We suggest that
they re#ect sluggish ice #ow and/or basal freezing in the
inter-stream zones.
This hypothesis would also explain two important facts:
(a) the survival of block"elds in the area of west-central
Sweden which Kleman and BorgastroK m (1990) believe to be of early Weichselian age and which we
model as lying within the frozen sub-ice divide zone
I (Fig. 18);

(b) the survival of constructional glacigenic landforms
from the early Weichselian of northern Sweden (LagerbaK ck, 1988) which would have lain in zone II, in
which melting bed conditions occurred during glaciation prior to 80 ka but not subsequently.
In the model shown in Fig. 18, the ice divide migrates to
the east as the ice sheet expands (by about 100 km in
western central Sweden and by 250 km in northern Sweden)
because the western margin of the ice sheet is inhibited from
freely expanding to the west by deep ocean waters, whilst its
eastern margin is free to expand over the continental surface. The e!ect of this will be that cold, low velocity basal ice
will expand to the east over an area which is likely to
have been subject to melting basally at an earlier stage.
Kleman et al. (1997) have identi"ed the area of Scandinavia over which they believe `relicta glacial landscapes
occur, where old features have survived beneath cold ice.
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The extent of their minimum estimate is largely contained within our zone IV in the north and zone II in the
southwest (Fig. 17), where in our model (Fig. 18) freezing
conditions were sustained for very long periods. It also
falls short of areas of crossing lineation which we suggest
were preserved beneath inter-stream ridges in southern
Finland and north west Russia.
5.4. The chronology of ice sheet yuctuation prior to the
Last Glacial Maximum
There are currently two schools of thought about the
tempo of glaciation in northern Fennoscandia. One
group (Group A: e.g.: Korpela, 1969; Hirvas and
Nenonen, 1985; LagerbaK ck, 1988; Kleman, 1990; Sutinen,
1992.) argues for the preservation of tills, eskers and
major end moraines from early Weichselian and Saalian
glacial stages, which were separated from the phase of
advance to the Weichselain maximum by periods of
deglaciation. This is based on discoveries of organic
matter underlying the topmost till unit and which are
interpreted as evidence of deglaciation. They suggest that
the organic units separate two glacial phases during
which the patterns of glacial #ow (inferred from till fabrics) were quite di!erent. Another group (Group B: Aario
and ForsstroK m, 1979; Punkari, 1984, 1993; ForsstroK m
and Eronen, 1991; Punkari and ForsstroK m, 1995) argues
that much of the organic material is redeposited and is
not therefore evidence of deglaciation, and that the inter-till organic beds are seldom found between tills re#ecting the two di!erent #ow patterns in question.
The views of group A imply strong ice marginal oscillations through the Weichselian, with the ice sheet margin
withdrawing to northern Fennoscandia during interstadials (Mangerud, 1991; Lundqvist, 1986). Group
B stress a longer, slower and more sustained ice sheet build
up to its maximum Weichselian extent, with less dramatic
pre-LGM oscillations on the eastern #ank of the ice sheet.
The #owline model has been used to simulate the view
of group A, as shown in Fig. 18, and that of group B, and
suggests that the observed pattern of lineations in Fig. 17
is compatible with both views. Both produce two well
integrated sets of time-transgressive glacial lineation. For
group A, the earlier set would be best interpreted as
a combination of sets formed in zone II (Fig. 18) at about
90 ka and in zone III between about 50 and 20 ka, with
the younger set representing deglaciation in zone III. For
group B, the early set would form during a single long
growth phase in zones II and III (Fig. 19).

6. Ice streams and the dynamics of an ice sheet through
a glacial cycle
Historical observations on modern ice sheets cover
a very short time window, and are not able to reveal
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time-dependent change in systems which vary as slowly
as ice sheets. Ice streams, for instance, are critically important parts of the dynamics of modern ice sheets, and
knowledge of whether they are stable or transient features of ice sheets during their evolution is a key problem.
Although modern observations from the West Antarctic
Ice Sheet (Whillans et al., 1987) have suggested that ice
stream C in the Ross Sea sector stagnated about 250 yr
ago, when adjacent streams captured its catchment, its
earlier history is unknown. The evidence of the timescales
of dynamic change in ice streams such as those of the
European ice sheet which can be reconstructed from the
geological record, helps to extend understanding of ice
streams beyond that derived from modern observations.
Our observations complement and extend modern observations and show how geological observations can be
used to reconstruct detailed time-dependent changes
which are not accessible to modern observation. They
reveal that
E ice streams whose upstream zones remain relatively
stable can show substantial lateral migration of their
termini over periods of no more than a few hundred
years (e.g. southern Baltic Sea ice streams during early
deglaciation);
E ice streams can be born and die over periods of a few
hundred years;
E capture of the ice #ux from stream to stream can occur
relatively readily;
E ice streams are sensitive to water depth at the marine
margins of the ice sheet, where buoyant forces may
reduce friction and enhance #ow.
There is no reason why ice streams need be stable
features of an ice sheet. The #ux in an ice stream may
exceed the capacity of its catchment to nourish it, with
the consequence that the driving force for #ow diminishes and streaming ceases. Under these circumstances,
new streams may develop nearby in positions better
suited to the capture of large accumulation #uxes. The
birth of ice stream C and the death of ice stream D within
150 yr (Fig. 16) may be a re#ection of such a process.
Occasionally there is satellite evidence of lineations
which indicate con#uent #ow into the head of an ice
stream which re#ects the ice stream's function in discharging large accumulation #uxes from its catchment.
This occurs in ice stream G to the northeast of the head
of the Gulf of Bothnia and must re#ect very strong #ow
sustained for a long period as the bed is particularly
susceptible to remoulding.
The location of an ice stream may not be related to
an intrinsic bed property, but may re#ect an evolving
property of the ice sheet itself. The ice stream bed may be
unfrozen, in contrast to those of the inter-stream ridges
(Shabtaie et al., 1987; Stephenson and Bindschadler,
1990) as a consequence of the location of early melting at
relatively low points of the bed, which then concentrates
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Fig. 19. Locations of transects. A}B, B}C shows the line of transect illustrating the time-dependent retreat of the ice sheet in Fig. 14. D}E shows the
line of transect for the simulation of ice sheet thermo-mechanical behaviour shown in Fig. 18.

further melting along the same #owline due to a positive
feedback between melting and basal deH collement (Stuiver
et al., 1981). By the same argument, the beds of interstream ridges need not necessarily be frozen, but simply
subject to low melting rates compared with the fast
moving ice stream bed. In the case of ice streams in
Finland, where there are no intrinsic bed properties
which distinguish them from inter-stream ridges, and in
other areas where residuals and crossing lineations occur,
we conclude that such features at least re#ect low basal
velocities during retreat, and may re#ect conditions of
basal freezing.
Kleman et al. (1997) characterise lineation fans such as
those of southern Finland and the Baltic states as `surge
fansa. The term `surgea is applied to modern glaciers as

a description of short-lived instabilities (less than 10 yr)
resulting in fast #ow events. Although some of the ice
streams reconstructed in Fig. 15 may have been the
consequences of surges, or may have surged several
times, many, using the criteria of Fig. 9, were much more
long lived and should not be termed surges.
Streaming ice has a lower surface pro"le than nonstreaming ice, because relatively low basal friction
permits it to discharge a large ice #ux at low values of
basal shear stress. The conclusion that, at least during
retreat, the European ice sheet was subject to widepread
streaming instability implies that the mean surface elevation was lower than it would have been in the absence of
streaming. If streaming was also a perennial feature of the
ice sheet during its growth as well as decay, even though
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individul streams may have been short lived, the mean
elevation of the ice sheet would have been signi"cantly
less than inferred from ice sheet models which do not
include streaming. This may explain the con#ict between
reconstructions of European ice sheet surface elevations
derived from glaciological models of the ice sheet, such as
those of Denton and Hughes (1981) and Boulton and
Payne (1994 ), which suggest summit elevations at the
glacial maximum of 3400 and 3200 m, respectively, and
reconstructions by Lambeck et al. (1998) based on models of Earth rheology which invert relative sea level data
to infer ice sheet loads and which suggest summit elevations of about 1600 m.
This con#ict may require us to revise our view of the
long-term behaviour of ice sheets. Low summit elevations may have been a consequence of low slope ice
sheets #owing over a deforming bed (Boulton et al.
(1985), suggest that such a process could depress summit
elevations to about 2100 m in Europe) but is also possible
that low elevations are maintained as a consequence of
perennial streaming. Most models which have been used
hitherto to simulate the time-dependent behaviour of ice
sheets have not included streaming. As a consequence,
simulated ice sheets change only slowly and are never far
from a steady state. It seems likely that, in reality, they
displayed highly dynamic, streaming behaviour which
varied strongly on short timescales and that they were
very far from a steady state. They should therefore be
modelled in a way which captures the instabilities which
generate streaming behaviour.

Note added in proof
New evidence from northern Finland (Helmens et al.,
2000) appears to con"rm the pattern of ice-sheet #uctuation shown in Fig. 18 and the views of Group A.
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